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The book explains the important concepts / terms used in FI, provides you with several
consulting, configuration, and usage tips on a variety of application components within FI.
Separate chapters on SAP FI Tables and SAP FI Transaction Codes will help you navigate this
complex software! This book will be an invaluable guide to everyone in the SAP community:
beginners, end-users, programmers, and trainers. Features: •Features an easy-to-understand “Q
& A” format with configuration / consulting / usage tips •Includes screen-shots from SAP ERP
(ECC 6.0), separate chapters on SAP FI Transaction Codes and SAP FI Tables •Uses over 450
questions, 200 screen shots and illustrations, 430 FI transactions, and 195 SAP FI tables to help
master this complex software

Book DescriptionThis bestselling author demystifies SAP Financial Accounting (FI) through an
innovative and “easy-to-understand” Q & A format, using 440 + questions, over 200 illustrations
& screenshots (including ERP 6.0), 430 FI transaction codes, and 195 FI Tables.About the
AuthorV. Narayanan is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and Project Management
Professional (PMP). Currently a practicing SAP FI/CO consultant and project manager for a
multinational consulting company, he has more than 12 years of SAP consulting and project
management experience; he has been instrumental in successfully deploying SAP solutions for
clients in Singapore, Taiwan, Germany, Belgium and India.
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SAP® FIFINANCIAL ACCOUNTINGLICENSE, DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY, AND LIMITED
WARRANTYBy purchasing or using this book (the “Work”), you agree that this license grants
permission to use the contents contained herein, but does not give you the right of ownership to
any of the textual content in the book or ownership to any of the information or products
contained in it. This license does not permit uploading of the Work onto the Internet or on a
network (of any kind) without the written consent of the Publisher. Duplication or dissemination
of any text, code, simulations, images, etc. contained herein is limited to and subject to licensing
terms for the respective products, and permission must be obtained from the Publisher or the
owner of the content, etc., in order to reproduce or network any portion of the textual material (in
any media) that is contained in the Work.MERCURY LEARNING AND INFORMATION LLC
(“MLI” or “the Publisher”) and anyone involved in the creation, writing, or production of the
companion disc, accompanying algorithms, code, or computer programs (“the software”), and
any accompanying Web site or software of the Work, cannot and do not warrant the
performance or results that might be obtained by using the contents of the Work. The author,
developers, and the Publisher have used their best efforts to insure the accuracy and
functionality of the textual material and/or programs contained in this package; we, however,
make no warranty of any kind, express or implied, regarding the performance of these contents
or programs. The Work is sold “as is” without warranty (except for defective materials used in
manufacturing the book or due to faulty workmanship).The author, developers, and the publisher
of any accompanying content, and anyone involved in the composition, production, and
manufacturing of this work will not be liable for damages of any kind arising out of the use of (or
the inability to use) the algorithms, source code, computer programs, or textual material
contained in this publication. This includes, but is not limited to, loss of revenue or profit, or other
incidental, physical, or consequential damages arising out of the use of this Work.The sole
remedy in the event of a claim of any kind is expressly limited to replacement of the book, and
only at the discretion of the Publisher. The use of “implied warranty” and certain “exclusions” vary
from state to state, and might not apply to the purchaser of this product.SAP® FIFINANCIAL
ACCOUNTINGSAP® ERP ECC 6.0SAP® R/3 4.70V. NarayananMERCURY LEARNING AND
INFORMATIONDulles, VirginiaBoston, MassachusettsNew DelhiThis publication, portions of it,
or any accompanying software may not be reproduced in any way, stored in a retrieval system of
any type, or transmitted by any means, media, electronic display or mechanical display,
including, but not limited to, photocopy, recording, Internet postings, or scanning, without prior
permission in writing from the publisher.Publisher: David PallaiMERCURY LEARNING AND
INFORMATION22841 Quicksilver DriveDulles, VA
20166info@merclearning.com1-800-758-3756V. Narayanan, SAP® FI: Financial
Accounting.SAP® ERP Financials is the trademark(s) or registered trademark(s) of SAP AG in
Germany and in several other countries. SAP AG is not the publisher of this book, and is not



responsible for the views mentioned in this book (see also below).The publisher recognizes and
respects all marks used by companies, manufacturers, and developers as a means to
distinguish their products. All brand names and product names mentioned in this book are
trademarks or service marks of their respective companies. Any omission or misuse (of any
kind) of service marks or trademarks, etc. is not an attempt to infringe on the property of
others.Library of Congress Control Number: 2012956347131415321 Printed in the United
States of AmericaThis book is printed on acid-free paper.This publication contains references to
the products of SAP AG. SAP, R/3, SAP NetWeaver, Duet, PartnerEdge, ByDesign, SAP
BusinessObjects Explorer, StreamWork, and other SAP products and services mentioned
herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in
Germany and other countries. Business Objects and the Business Objects logo,
BusinessObjects, Crystal Reports, Crystal Decisions, Web Intelligence, Xcelsius, and other
Business Objects products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are
trademarks or registered trademarks of Business Objects Software Ltd. Business Objects is an
SAP company. Sybase and Adaptive Server, iAnywhere, Sybase 365, SQL Anywhere, and other
Sybase products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are
trademarks or registered trademarks of Sybase, Inc. Sybase is an SAP company.SAP AG is
neither the author nor the publisher of this publication and is not responsible for its content. SAP
Group shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. The only
warranties for SAP Group products and services are those that are set forth in the express
warranty statements accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should
be construed as constituting an additional warranty.Our titles are available for adoption, license,
or bulk purchase by institutions, corporations, etc. For additional information, please contact the
Customer Service Dept. at 1-800-758-3756 (toll free).The sole obligation of MERCURY
LEARNING AND INFORMATION to the purchaser is to replace the book and/or disc, based on
defective materials or faulty workmanship, but not based on the operation or functionality of the
product.To my dear wife, Meena.DISCLAIMERThe contents of this book are the views of the
author, together with inputs from the experience of colleagues in consulting for SAP projects.
The views expressed in this book should not be construed as those of SAP AG. Any omissions
or factual inaccuracies in this book, if any, in correctly depicting SAP methods, etc. are
unintentional.CONTENTSPrefaceAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorSAP FI Organizational
StructureChapter 1 Organizational Units and Basic Settings1. What is an enterprise structure
in SAP?2. What are organizational units in SAP?3. What organizational units must be defined in
SAP FI?4. What is a company?5. What is a company code and how is it different from a
company?6. What needs to be done if you define a company code by a copy function?7. How
do you create a new company code from scratch?8. How do you change the company code
key?9. What are all the important global parameters for a company code?10. Can you assign
more than one company code to a company?11. What is a business area?12. How do you
enable Business Area Financial Statements (FS)?13. What precautions should you take when



you enable Business Area FS?14. Can you derive a business area by not assigning one in a
posting?15. How do you post cross-company code business area postings?16. What is a
consolidation business area?17. What is a credit control area?18. What is a functional area?19.
What settings are required for a functional area?20. What does the ‘Financial Management
(FM) area do?21. What is a segment?22. What is the difference between a business segment
and a geographical segment?23. What is a profit center?24. What are two prerequisites for
defining a profit center?25. How can you ensure data consistency between the profit center and
other areas?26. Can you create a profit center by copying a cost center?27. What are a fiscal
year and a fiscal year variant?28. How do you assign a fiscal year variant to a company code?
29. What is a posting period?30. How does the system identify a posting period?31. What
happens when you post to, for example, the year 2008 when you are in 2009?32. What is the
opening /closing of a posting periods?33. What is a posting period variant?34. Can you
selectively open and close accounts?35. Why is it not possible to post to a customer a/c in a
previously closed period?36. Can you open a posting period only for a particular user?37. What
is a special period? When is it used?38. What is the maximum number of posting periods that
can be in SAP?39. What is a special purpose ledger?40. What variations are possible in
defining a fiscal year?41. What is the year shift/displacement in a fiscal year?42. Can you have
non-calendar months as periods in a non-calendar fiscal year?43. What is a year-dependent
fiscal year?44. What precautions do you need to take when defining a shortened fiscal year?45.
When might you need a shortened fiscal year?46. How do you open a new fiscal year in the
system?47. How do you carry forward the account balances?48. How does carry-forward
happen in SAP?49. Is there a prerequisite for carry-forward activity?50. How does SAP adjust
the carry-forward balance in a new year when you post to a previous year(s)?51. How do you
correct carry-forward balances if you need to change a G/L classification?52. Can you rerun the
carry-forward program for a particular G/L account?53. In what currency are balances carried
forward?54. How many retained earnings accounts can be defined?55. How do you set up only
one retained earnings account?56. How do you maintain currency in SAP?57. What is local
currency?58. What is parallel currency?59. What do you need to know when ledgers are
maintained in parallel currencies?60. What is group currency?61. What is a hard currency?62.
What is global company code currency?63. What is account currency?64. What is reference
currency?65. What two options can be used to set upaccount currency?66. What are all the
prerequisites for posting in a foreign currency?67. How are exchange rates maintained in SAP?
68. What is an exchange rate type?69. What is a translation factor?70. Is there an easy way to
maintain exchange rates in SAP?71. What is an exchange rate spread?72. How are direct and
indirect quotations used?73. How are taxes handled in SAP?74. At how many levels can taxes
be handled in SAP?75. How is tax calculation structured in SAP?76. What is a tax procedure?
77. How are taxes calculated in SAP?78. What configurations are required for taxes in SAP?79.
What is a tax jurisdiction code?80. What is withholding tax in SAP?81. What is the difference
between withholding tax and extended withholding tax (EWT)?82. How do you switch from



classic withholding tax to extended withholding tax?83. What are tax reports in SAP?84. What
is a document in SAP?85. What is a document header?86. What is a document type?87. How
do you configure the document types when you use New G/L?88. How is account type
connected to document type?89. What are net postings?90. What are the various reference
methods?91. What is a document change rule?92. What is a line item?93. Which business
transactions for which system can generate the line items?94. What is a document overview?
95. What are the document number ranges in SAP?96. How do you change the number
ranges?97. Can you delete a number range?98. Do you need to change the validity of a
number range?99. How does the system populate the default values for a document?100. What
are the editing options in a document entry?101. What are holding and setting data?102. What
is the difference between parking and holding documents?103. What is simulating documents?
104. What is the account assignment model in SAP?105. What is a recurring entry document?
106. When will you use a sample document?107. What is a line layout variant?108. What
functions can be used for line item display?109. Can you change documents in SAP?110. What
is mass changes to line items?111. What is clearing?112. What is reversal of documents in
SAP?113. What is negative posting?114. What is fast entry?115. What are control totals in
SAP?116. How are master data different from transaction data?117. Can you post an accounts
document if credit is not equal to debit?118. What is a posting key?119. What is the schedule
manager?120. How you can use the schedule manager in SAP?121. What are the advantages
of a multilevel worklist in the schedule manager?Chapter 2: General Ledger (FI-G/L)1. What is a
chart of accounts?2. What are the major components of a chart of accounts?3. What is an
operating chart of accounts?4. What is the difference between a group chart of accounts and an
operating chart of accounts?5. What is a country chart of accounts? Why do you need one?6.
Can one chart of accounts be assigned to several company codes?7. How do you create G/L
account master data?8. What is collective processing of G/L accounts?9. What is individual
processing of G/L accounts?10. Can you change an existing balance sheet G/L account to a
P&L account?11. Can you change the tax category in a G/L master?12. What is an account
group?13. What is a screen layout?14. What is a field status group?15. What is only balances
in local currency?16. What is line item display?17. What is archiving? How is it different from
deleting?18. When do you block an account?19. What are intercompany postings in SAP?20.
Can you manually clear the open items? When?21. How do you perform period closing in SAP?
22. What is preclosing?23. What is financial closing?24. What is a financial statement version?
25. What items are required in a financial statement version?26. How can you make sure the
correct balances are in a financial statement version?27. How do you do annual closing in SAP?
28. What is managerial closing?2.1. New General Ledger Accounting29. Why did SAP
introduce new general ledger accounting?30. What are the technical advantages of using New
G/L?31. What are the business advantages of using New G/L?32. What are all the features of
New G/L?33. What is the ledger concept in New G/L?34. What is the leading ledger in New G/
L?35. What are the two views in New G/L?36. Is it necessary for a client to use only New G/L?



37. Why do you need to activate New G/L in the system?38. When do you deactivate updates
to Classic G/L in the system?39. What new tables are included in New G/L?40. What is the
major difference between FAGLFLEXA and FAGLFLEXT?41. How do you map tables between
Classic and New G/L?42. What are the segments in New G/L accounting?43. How many
segments can you have in Table FAGLFLEXT?44. How does the BW data source like FAGLXX
replace GLT0 in New G/L?45. Can a totals table be used to manage both line items and totals?
46. How do you enhance and bring in additional fields to a totals table?47. What is the
customer field enhancement in New G/L?48. What is document splitting in New G/L?49. What
are the two types of document splitting in New G/L?50. How do you do document splitting
during document creation in New G/L?51. How do you do document splitting at accounting
interface?52. How is document splitting in New G/L different from splitting in SAP R/3 FI-SL?53.
How does profit center/segment splitting occur for B/S-only entries?54. How does document
splitting work for residual postings?55. What happens if you activate/define “Define Splitting
Characteristics for CO” in IMG?56. Can a segment assignment (via the profit center) be
overridden on an FI posting?57. What is the zero balance switch in document splitting?58.
What is the mandatory field switch in document splitting?59. Can you selectively deactivate
document splitting in a few company codes?60. How has profit center accounting been mapped
to New G/L?61. What is extended document splitting?62. What are the various methods to
achieve fast closing?63. How do you eliminate reconciliation ledger postings?64. How do you
transfer CO documents retrospectively?65. How do you eliminate P&L/balance sheet
adjustments by online splitting?66. How do you eliminate transfer payables/receivables to PCA
by segment reporting?67. How do you eliminate PCA allocations by using New G/L allocations?
68. What is a Closing Cockpit?69. How do you use the Closing Cockpit?Chapter 3: Accounts
Payable and (FI-A/P)/Accounts Receivable (FI-A/R)1. What is a customer?2. What are
customer/vendor master records?3. What are one-time accounts?4. What is an alternate
payee?5. How is a trading partner used?6. What is blocking a customer account?7. Can you
archive a customer master record immediately?8. Can you post to a customer account that is
marked for deletion?9. Can you assign a customer/vendor master record to a business area?10.
What is tolerance in transaction processing?11. What is dual control in master records?12.
What is a sales cycle in SAP?13. What is automatic account assignment in SD?14. What is
account determination in SD?15. What is credit management in SAP?16. What is the credit
management process in SAP?17. What is a credit check?18. What is the difference between a
static credit check and a dynamic check?19. What reports are in credit management?20. What
is the difference between a partial payment and a residual payment?21. What is a payment
advice?22. How do reason codes help in incoming payment processing?23. What is dunning in
SAP?24. What is a dunning procedure?25. What is a dunning area?26. What is the dunning
process?27. Can you dun customers across clients in a single dunning run?28. What
differentiates one dunning level from another?29. How many dunning levels can be defined?30.
What is an accounts payable submodule?31. What documents result from procurement



processes?32. What is a purchase cycle?33. What is a purchase requisition?34. What is a
request for quotation (RFQ)?35. What is an outline agreement?36. What is a contract?37.
What is a release order?38. What is a scheduling agreement?39. What is a quotation?40.
What is a purchase order?41. What is a PO history?42. Will an FI document be created during
a purchase order?43. What is FI-MM integration.44. What happens when you post a goods
receipt?45. What is Invoice Verification (IV) in SAP?46. What do you do with the tax when you
post an invoice?47. What variances are in invoice verification?48. What is the payment program
in SAP?49. What settings are required for controlling the payment program in SAP?50. Where
do you maintain the specifications for controlling the payment program?51. What are the
prerequisites for running the payment program?52. How do you configure the payment
program?53. What is a sending company code?54. How do you configure sending and paying
company codes for the payment program?55. What is a payment method?56. What payment
methods are normally available in SAP?57. What is payment methods in country for the
payment program?58. How do you configure payment methods in company code?59. What is
payment method selection by the payment program?60. What is optimization by bank groups?
61. What is bank optimization by postal code?62. When do you use the payment per due date
grouping option?63. What is bank determination for the payment program?64. What are value
dates?65. How do you configure available amounts?66. How do you execute the payment
program?67. How does the payment program determine the house bank for payment?68. Can
the payment program determine the check cashing time for value dating?69. What is local
payment?70. What factors influence when the payment program pays an open item?71. How
do you arrive at an appropriate cash discount strategy for payments?72. Can you pay a vendor
in a currency other than the invoice currency?73. What is a payment block?74. How do you
release blocked invoices for payment?75. What is a Payment Medium Workbench (PMW)?76.
What is an account assignment category?77. What is a credit memo?78. What are special G/L
transactions?79. What is the difference between a free offsetting entry and a statistical posting?
80. What is a noted item?81. What is A/R pledging?82. What is assigning documents to
customers?83. What are vendor/customer evaluations in financial information systems?
84. When do you use a due date breakdown analysis for customers/vendors?85. What is DSO
analysis?86. What do you do before posting a document in A/R and A/P?87. What are the
options for calculating interest on customer/vendor accounts?88. What fields are used for arrear
interest calculations in the customer/vendor master?Chapter 4: Bank Accounting (Fi-Bl)1. What
are the features of Bank Accounting in SAP?2. What is a bank directory?3. How do you create
a bank directory?4. What is a house bank?5. How do you distribute the bank master data?6.
What is lockbox processing?7. What are the important control parameters for lockbox
processing?8. What do you do if the file formats are not exactly the same as BAI and BAI2?9.
How does the lockbox program identify the customer?10. What are the posting data for a
lockbox?11. What is a lockbox for your house bank?12. What is IBAN?13. How do you
configure the checks for bank master data?14. What is a repetitive code in bank accounting?15.



What is an intermediate bank?16. What is a bank chain?17. How is the bank chain used during
a payment run?18. How do you handle cashed checks?19. What is electronic check deposit?
20. What is manual check deposit?21. What is the main function of an Electronic Bank
Statement (EBS)?22. What information is on an Electronic Bank Statement (EBS)?23. What
are the formats of an Electronic Bank Statement (EBS)?24. What problems might you encounter
when using Electronic Bank Statements (EBS)? How you can overcome them?25. What is an
external transaction in an Electronic Bank Statement (EBS)?26. What is a posting rule in an
Electronic Bank Statement (EBS)?27. What do plus (+) and minus (−) signs mean in posting
rules in an Electronic Bank Statement (EBS)?28. What is a transaction type in an Electronic
Bank Statement (EBS)?29. What is a posting area in an Electronic Bank Statement (EBS)
configuration?30. How do you configure the global settings for an Electronic Bank Statement
(EBS)?31. What is the posting/clearing flow in an Electronic Bank Statement (EBS)?32. What is
a currency class?33. Why must planning types be assigned to certain transactions?34. What is
a payment request?Chapter 5: Asset Accounting (FI-AA)1. What is Asset Accounting (FI-AA)?2.
What is the lean implementation in FI-AA?3. What are the kinds of assets in SAP?4. What are
complex assets and asset sub-numbers?5. What is a group asset? When you will use this?6.
What is asset super number in SAP?7. What is chart of depreciation? How is it different from a
chart of accounts?8. How do you create an asset accounting company code?9. What is
depreciation? What are the various types of depreciation?10. What is planned depreciation?
How it is different from unplanned depreciation?11. What are the three types of depreciation in
SAP?12. What is the depreciation area?13. What is depreciation area type?14. What is a
derived depreciation area?15. What is the function of depreciation areas?16. How do you set
up depreciation area postings from FI-AA to FI?17. What is an asset class?18. Why do you
need asset classes?19. What is an asset class catalogue?20. Can you create asset classes
automatically?21. What is control information in an asset class?22. Can you delete an asset
class?23. What is an index series?24. How do you calculate replacement value without an
index series?25. What is an asset value date?26. What is an asset master?27. What kinds of
data are maintained in an asset master?28. What is the maintenance level?29. When do you
use asset sub-numbers?30. How do you create an asset master?31. Can you create multiple
assets in a single transaction?32. What time-dependent data are in the asset master?33. How
do you make changes to an asset master?34. Why it is necessary to block an asset master
record?35. What is deactivation of an asset?36. How do you delete an asset?37. What is an
asset transaction type in FI-AA?38. What is an asset acquisition?39. What data are
automatically set in the asset master during initial acquisition?40. Can you post asset
acquisition in two steps (or two departments)?41. What are the implications of valued/non-
valued transactions in FI-AA?42. What are Assets under Construction (AuC) in SAP?43. How
do you capitalize AuC in SAP?44. What is Low Value Assets (LVA)?45. What is an asset
transfer in SAP?46. What is a transfer variant?47. What is asset retirement in FI-AA?48. What
is scrapping in FI-AA?49. How does SAP handle the partial retirement of an asset?50. Why is it



important to select the right transaction type for retirement?51. What is an asset sale with
customer?52. What are proportional value adjustments in asset retirement?53. Is there a
special requirement for retiring LVA?54. Can you retire several asset sub-numbers
simultaneously?55. What is mass retirement of assets?56. What are work lists?57. What are
depreciation keys?58. What in an internal calculation key?59. What is the significance of the
depreciation key 0000?60. What is periodic processing in FI-AA?61. How does the system post
imputed interest to CO?62. What is a depreciation run in SAP?63. What are the steps in a
depreciation run?64. How does the system calculate the depreciation?65. How the system
determine the depreciation start date?66. What is a repeat run in the depreciation process?67.
What is restart a depreciation run?68. What is depreciation simulation?69. Can you select
“direct FI posting” for a depreciation run?70. Does the system post individual documents when
you run RABUCH00?71. What document number range do you use for automatic depreciation
postings?72. What is the difference between smoothing and catch-up?73. What is the transfer
of legacy asset data to SAP?74. What is automatic transfer of old assets?75. What are the
three methods of old asset data transfer based on the number of assets?76. With any of the old
asset transfer methods, will G/L in FI be updated?77. What is the asset transfer date?78. What
data are transferred in the year-end transfer and the sub-annual transfer?79. What are the two
ways to transfer depreciation posted in the current year?80. What transfers/postings are allowed
in the different SAP environments?81. What is mass change? How do you do this?82. What is
the year closing in FI-AA?83. What is an asset history sheet?84. Can you change the reports in
a report tree in FI-AA?85. What is the sort version?86. What is asset explorer?87. What is the
production setup in FI-AA?88. How does FI-AA integrate with CO in SAP?Chapter 6: Lease
Accounting (FI-LA)1. What is SAP Lease Accounting (FI-LA)?2. What are the key components
of lease accounting?3. What is the Lease Accounting Engine (FI-LAE)?4. What are the
subcomponents of the Lease Accounting Engine (FI-LAE)?5. What is the value ID in lease
accounting?6. How do you manage the leased assets in FI-AA?7. What is a leasing type?8.
What is a classification?9. What does the lease accounting engine do in classification?10.
What are some examples for one-time postings in FI-LAE?Chapter 7: Travel Management (FI-
TV)1. What are the implementation considerations for FI-TV?2. How do you combine the
subcomponents of FI-TV?3. How do travel requests support the business processes?4. What is
travel planning?5.  How do travel expenses in FI-TV help you in travel management?
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Natalie F, “I ordered this and very helpful. Know this is .... I ordered this and very helpful. Know
this is more of setup, not as much as using. When you use SAP, especially when interviewing,
companies and manager don't think about it matters how they set up SAP and the users don't
always know. It is helpful to know what options there can be. However, you might know what the
company purchases.  Interesting material as I am more a user.”

Eugene Brown, “SAP FI. Great Book, I would recommended this to everyone. It was a liitle slow
at the beginning but it picked up at the end.”

sheethal, “Five Stars. It is important for beginners to read this for understanding basic concepts
and interview purpose.”

The book by Julia Wertz has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 8 people have provided feedback.
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